The Belle experiment collected in 2005-6 a total of 23.6 fb −1 of data at the Υ(10860) resonance, also known as Υ(5S). These constitute nearly all of the world's sample of e + e − → Υ(10860) events, which provide clean B s pairs. We present here several B s and Υ(10860) properties recently extracted from these data.
Belle, [1] one of two B-factory experiments, is located at KEKB [2] and studies primarily the CP asymmetries of B meson decay in e + e − annihilations at the Υ(4S) resonance (Mc 2 = 10580 ± 1 MeV, Γ = 20.5 ± 2.5 MeV). [3] However, the richness of Belle physics reaches well beyond CP (see, e.g., http://belle.kek.jp/); an unequalled sample of BB, cc, ττ , and twophoton events enables access to many other topics. We now add B s and bottomonium studies, thanks to data collected at the Υ(10860) resonance.
The Υ(10860), (Mc 2 = 10865 ± 8 MeV/c 2 , Γ = 110 ± 13 MeV), [3] is interpreted as Υ(5S), the fourth excitation of the vector bound state of bb. It is above B sBs threshold and, given the success of the Υ(4S) program in characterizing properties of B d,u , it is natural to contemplate B s at Υ(10860). The e + e − environment produces clean events, efficiently triggered, with precisely known center-of-mass energy. Furthermore, the B-factory offers an existing facility with high luminosity, a well-studied detector, and Υ(4S) data for comparisons. On the other hand, high integrated luminosities are needed, σ(e + e − → Υ(10860))≈ σ(e + e − → Υ(4S))/3 ≈ 0.3 nb, and events include B d,u as well as B s . While B s is produced copiously in hadronic collisions, the Υ(10860) can be competitive, particularly in aspects of B s decay that are limited by systematic effects at a hadron machine.
Belle has run twice at the Υ(10860). In June 2005 a three-day "engineering" run served to test KEKB, which had never operated at energies above the Υ(4S), and study the basics of Υ (10860) (Figure 1(R) ). Measured B(B u,d → D s X) and our understanding of decay mechanisms are used to estimate B(B s → D s X) = (92±11)%. [6] Assuming that B d and B u are produced equally, B Υ depends only on f s . The same analysis, performed with inclusive D 0 yields, gives an independent value of f s with larger uncertainties;
The results below, based on 23.6 fb [8] and B s → γγ, φγ. [9] B s decays are identified by "full reconstruction" of all final state particles, a method used with great success at the Υ(4S). Each candidate's energy and momentum in the e + e − center-of-mass are evaluated as ∆E ≡ E cand − E beam and M bc ≡ E (Figure 3(R) ) which are fitted to determine signal yields. From these we find cross sections, branching fractions, and partial widths for four modes, assuming Υ(10860)=Υ(5S): Belle has searched for B s → γγ and B s → φγ. [9] Each includes a hard photon, readily isolated in the B-factory but difficult to trigger on at a hadron machine. For the Standard Model, B(B s → γγ) is in the range (0.4 − 1.0) × 10 −6 ; extended models give rates up to 5 × 10 −6 . The Belle Υ(10860) data improve the limit 20-fold over previous searches, B < 8.7 × 10 −6 (90% CL). The process for B s → φγ is identical to that for B → K ( * ) γ (B ∼ 4 × 10 −5 ) and is expected at this level. We report the first observation, B(B s → φγ) = (57 +18 −15 (stat) +12 −11 (sys)) × 10 −6 , with a significance of 5.5σ. In summary, Belle, which was designed for precision measurements of CKM parameters, has opened a new avenue of inquiry by collecting 23.6 fb −1 at the Υ(10860) resonance. The sample includes ≈1.3 million B s events and has yielded unprecedented sensitivity and precision for several modes. In addition, an anomaly in the rate of Υ(10860) → Υ(nS)h + h − is stimulating new interest in bottomonium studies.
